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Opportunities in life sciences research


Time constants between parabolic flight and orbital research
–
–
–
–



Early responses to micro-g exposure
–
–
–
–



Vestibular and sensorimotor responses
Lung deposition of particulates
Acute cellular responses
Fertilization and early development

Fluid shift
Motion sickness
Pharmacokinetics
Acute gene expression

Operations training
–
–
–
–
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Airway management
Diagnostic ultrasound
Emergency and invasive procedures
Disorientation recovery

Unique features of suborbital research
 Large, diverse passenger base
– Tease apart differences of age, sex, experience, medical conditions
– Scientist operators
– Frequent flyers

 Less constraints on payloads
– Large or high power interfaces (e.g. imaging hardware)
– Hardware needing space qual or TRL advancement
– Off-limits to NASA: primates, radiation sources, pathogens, free-flying insects

 Flexible operations

1-g

hyper-g

micro-g

hyper-g

1-g

– Access to g-transitions
– Ability to launch in sync with circadian rhythms, other time points
– Rapid access in- and post-flight
– Possible ability to manipulate cabin temperature, pressure, composition
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Considerations for Flight Providers

 To better understand the impacts of repeated flights on crew health
 To develop diagnostic procedures and policies to manage liability
 To develop screening procedures for space motion sickness
 To test the efficacy of pre-flight adaptation training
 To test the efficacy of various pre-flight briefings
 To prepare for next-generation orbital products
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Important opportunity to engage students

 Rapid approval and flight fits well with academic timelines
 Replaces critical opportunities for flight engineering and science experience
(e.g. GASCAN)
 Provides low-risk proof of concept for larger research programs
 Consider…
– 1, 10, 25 kg payloads as ballast for balancing flight loads
– Payloads of opportunity that hitch rides whenever margins allow
– “Pocket payloads” that fit in tourists’ flight suits
– Student analysis (and mashups!) of video imagery from flight
– Eventually…flying students!
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